Automation in the dairy sector
The road to growth and increased competitiveness
BILA A/S - A project group with 25 years of experience in automation and production optimisation

STREAMLINING YOUR BUSINESS
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Automation in the Dairy Industry
At BILA A/S, we specialise in supplying automation solutions that optimise production in the

Dairy layout for cheese

dairy industry. Using our solutions, our customers
have optimised their production in the following

Plastic crate handling

areas.

Palletising
Carton packing

• Reduced production costs
- reduced unit costs
• Robotic automation has improved the physical
working environment by allowing a considerable

Mixing facility

number of monotonous, repetitive tasks to be
eliminated or minimised.
• Increased efficiency in production

We look at the dairy as a whole and we possess the

Processing

Plastic crate loading
and unloading

know-how needed to assist at every level - from
project management and consulting services to
implementation and servicing in every conceivable procedure in the field.

Dairy layout for milk

Benefits of automation
• Increased competitiveness
• Reduced production costs
• Pays for itself in a short amount of time

BILA Milk Packer
Trolley Station

• Improved working environment

BILA Flex

BILA Blanks Feeder
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Automation: From Simple to Complex

BILA supplies everything from individual units to entire production lines...

Tools

Plants

Production lines

... a robot, a BILA Flex or a service agreement.

Robot

BILA Flex

Service

A simple solution

A complex solution

Palletising sticks of margarine
at the Dragsbæk Margarine Factory

Handling milk cartons throughout the entire
production process at Arla Stockholm
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Examples of BILA projects
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Dairy Product Packing
BILA A/S can provide your business with a complete robotic solution
for all types of packaging ranging from plastic and cardboard boxes
to containers.

Better working environment and a good economy

There are numerous advantages to using robots for packing.
Robots help to alleviate monotonous, repetitive tasks for
employees - all while making the production process more
economical. A complete robotic solution that operates for three
packing shifts will typically pay for itself in 1 to 2 years.

The robot’s tools

Tools for the packing of dairy products often feature
several functions. The function depends on the configuration of the product in question. Tools for suction, slicing,
clamping or gripping may be used. It is also possible to
combine a variety of tools that can be used to handle
separation sheets, products, boxes, pallets etc.

The complete solution

We develop and supply complete solutions
including labelling, separation sheets, and
palletising items ready for shipping. Such solutions are primarily supplied in stainless steel.

Optimising your existing production

It is relatively easy to install a robot onto an
existing production line that packs containers, as well as cardboard and plastic boxes.
The preservation of flexibility and efficiency
must be kept in mind.
BILA A/S does it all - even the necessary
conversions to existing facilities, so that
everything works together in perfect
harmony with the robot. We thoroughly test the cell before delivery, allowing for a very short commissioning
period.
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BILA Milk Packer - Packing Milk into Containers or Boxes
BILA Milk Packer is a standard robot cell from BILA A/S.
With a BILA Milk Packer, your business will be able to pack
cartons of milk into plastic boxes or containers fast and
efficiently. The milk cartons are automatically led down
a track toward the robot that will pack the cartons into
your choice of box or container.

Product highlights

Capacity

• Multi-functional tool (packs milk into

The cell can process up to 9600 cartons of milk an
hour. The number of milk cartons and boxes that
can be processed per lift is adjustable, depending on the
individual customer’s wants and needs.

The complete system

The cell is already assembled when delivered from BILA
A/S. Prior to delivery, we thoroughly test the cell as a
complete unit. That way, the unit is ready to be installed
onto your production line immediately.
The time spent on installation and the commissioning
period are thus reduced, and you receive a fully
functioning cell for milk carton packing.

• High level of operational reliability
• Pays for itself in a short amount of time
• Robot is easy to clean
• Stainless steel surface
different boxes)
• Top-notch security with stainless steel shielding.

Improved working environment
• Relieves employees of monotonous, repetitive
work and heavy lifting.
• More satisfied employees
• Less sick leave

High level of hygiene

Cells are always made of stainless steel. This offers a
washable surface on which any common cleaning agent
may be used. This helps you maintain a high level of
hygiene, as required.

[BILA Milk Packer]
Efficient milk packaging...
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Dairy Product Palletising
The use of robots in palletising results in increased
efficiency, operational reliability, a focus on
work environment and, most important of all,
uniformity. All forms of dairy product palletising
can be automated.

Several processes in a single solution

Often, there will be several operations and more
than one robot being used in a palletising solution.
This results in a great number of fast-paced and
precise operations being conducted in a limited
space. The robot’s tools can similarly be applied
to several different operations such as the
processing of all types of pallets and separation sheets, as well as the various kinds of
packaging.

Relieves employees

As mentioned, the primary advantage
offered by automated palletising is
that it results in a uniform quality of
packed pallets. However, palletising
also relieves employees of heavy,
repetitive lifting. Monotonous,
repetitive work - also called MRW is avoided. This helps to maintain
the good health and well-being
of the employees in the work
place.

The complete solution
We are happy to supply
complete palletising
solutions including
pallet magazines,
separation sheets,
pallet labelling,
pallet weight,
pallet tracks, foil
wrappers
etc.
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Palletising
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BILA Flex - The Flexible Palletising Solution
BILA Flex is a standard solution for dairy product
palletising and it can be adjusted to suit any
palletising task.
BILA Flex is a mobile solution. It can be moved
around your business using a forklift to suit your
needs. When you no longer need to process one
product, a new tool becomes available to handle
the new products, and the BILA Flex will once
more be ready for use. This makes BILA Flex a good,
robust and financially sound option, which is easily
implemented wherever there is a need for palletising.
With a BILA Flex unit, your employees are relieved
of a lot of the heavy, repetitive lifting that occurs
during the workday. As a result, your employees
suffer fewer work-related injuries, and in the long
term it will create a better working environment, as
well as a more satisfied staff.

Product highlights
• High level of mobility - is readily moveable
to suit any need
• High level of palletising and depalletising flexibility –
with considerable opportunities for expansion in the future
• High level of operational reliability
• Pays for itself in a short amount of time
• Short installation and commissioning period (max. 1 day)
• Fast delivery - all standard components are in stock
• Space saving - takes up very little space

Improved working environment
• Relieves employees of monotonous, repetitive
work and heavy lifting
• More satisfied employees
• Less sick leave per employee

Standard options
• Pallet slots (1 or 2)

[ BILA Flex ]
Efficient palletising...

• Tools (customised for each item)
– tools for gripping, suction, slicing or clamping
• Programming (pallet patterns, speed)
• Conveyor belt in and out of the cell
• PALOMAT - pallet magazine (can be customised for
automatic processing of empty pallets)
• Choice of surface (stainless or painted)
• Shielding and light barrier
• Choice of service agreement (additional service
agreement that covers downtime)
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Palletising

Case in Point: BILA Flex - Arla Slagelse
Grouping
Finished palletised product

Product inlet

Buffer

PALOMAT pallet magazine
15 extra pallets

Focus on working environment and
operational reliability

Fact box for Arla Slagelse
Palletising boxes with 10 gable top cartons of 1 L each
Choice of surface: Stainless

Capacity
Number of Cycles: 8-12 per minute
800 boxes per hour
13.3 boxes per minute
4 seconds per box
Programming: 2 palletising patterns

Tools
Clamping tools for handling 3 boxes at a
time. Separation for cooling

Keywords
Working environment • Operational reliability • Flexibility

Arla Slagelse has invested in a BILA Flex unit to
palletise cardboard boxes with 1 L milk cartons.
Previously, palletising was a manual two-man job.
One man would put the boxes onto the pallets,
while the other man drove the pallets away.

Another important parameter for Arla Slagelse
was operational reliability. Production and technology development manager Steffen G. Pedersen
commented, ”We place special priority on the operational reliability of the product, since this was not a
prototype, but a standard cell, and we knew that the
concept worked and that it was thoroughly tested.”

Now, one man can take care of the entire task on
his own while doing other jobs as well. In addition,
the working environment is significantly improved,
as Arla’s employees no longer have to perform
monotonous, repetitive work and heavy lifting. That
is what has made it into a more flexible workplace.

In addition, the global collaboration that Arla has
had with BILA throughout the years meant a lot.
Arla knew what BILA stood for and that they were
able to handle the job, as BILA has supplied many
systems to Arla plants both domestically and
abroad.

For Arla Slagelse, the BILA Flex unit is also an investment in the future; that is why it is important that
the BILA Flex be adaptable when new needs arise.

Arla is fully satisfied with the way BILA has handled
both the project phase and implementation
phase - with the challenges that always lie in wait.
”There has been a great collaboration between the
professional parties, and we’re very satisfied with the
system; it fully lives up to our expectations,” Steffen G.
Pedersen says.

The background for automation
The work environment was an important parameter
for Arla Slagelse, as the Arla Concern takes considerable interest in maintaining good working
environments.
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Unpacking

BILA Blanks Feeder - Automatic Carton Unpacking
BILA Blanks Feeder is a standard cell that unpacks
milk cartons for filling machines.
The newly developed features enable the packaging
robot to unpack milk carton items from e.g., a pallet
and deliver them for further processing.
The robot collects the package and leads it through 6
different stations, processes the packages and places
them in the delivery area.
The BILA Blanks Feeder features a dynamic display
that shows the cell’s status in real time. When the
robot grabs a new package, the package disappears
from the monitor, and then the robot cell will inform
you when it is time to load new pallets. The notice
will appear long in advance so there is no risk of a
production stop in the filling machines.

Product highlights
• Handling packages without human intervention
• Unpacking of about 85 packages per hour
• Compact construction
• Intuitive user interface
• Room for 2 pallets from which to pick
• Pays for itself in a short amount of time

Improved working environment
• Relieves employees of monotonous, repetitive
work and heavy lifting
• More satisfied employees
• Less sick leave per employee

With a BILA Blanks Feeder, you are making the
working environment and the well-being of your
employees a priority. Your employees are relieved of a
considerable amount of a heavy and repetitive lifting.

(Special technique developed)

The BILA Blanks Feeder is an integral part of the dairy
industry.

[BILA Blanks Feeder]
Efficient unpacking of cartons...
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Cutting without damaging cartons
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Fact Box for Arla Birkum
Depalletising, mixing, packing, and
palletising Arla BUKO cheese spread

Tools
4 robots, each with its own specialised
tool designed for depalletising, packing,
mix packing, and palletising

Keywords
Streamlining • Production Flow •
Working Environment

Case in Point: Mixing Facility - Arla Birkum

Streamlining and production flow in focus

The automation solution

BILA A/S supplied Arla Foods in Birkum with an
automation solution in 2012, as the company was
experiencing more and more problems with heavy
lifting and monotonous, repetitive work, along
with challenges to the production flow.

BILA came up with a solution of using 4 Kawasaki
robots, where the packing of assorted products
and that of identical products was divided into
two processes in separate production facilities.
In one facility, all the packing of assorted cheeses
is carried out and it runs independently of the
other production line. A robot empties the plastic
boxes with cheese containers; they are mixed
together and then they are packed and palletised.
Everything is done automatically.

Prior to automation, the packing of cheese
containers into boxes and cartons was manual,
which resulted in tiresome tasks for the employees
at the dairy. The production layout at that point
did not allow for the simultaneous packing both
of boxes containing assorted products and of
boxes containing identical products.
Jesper Thomsen, the Arla Foods Birkum dairy
manager says, ”With this system, we relieve our
employees for some of the environmentally harmful tasks, and our production flow has increased
significantly.”

”We wanted to collaborate with BILA on this job
because we knew that they would be able to
complete such a project successfully. We trusted
that they would be able to solve our problems, but
we also knew that both sides had to compromise,
if the job was to be done. We are very happy with
the solution, and the project has proceeded very
well from beginning to end”, Jesper Thomsen says.
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Company Profile BILA A/S
Profile

Background

BILA A/S will do any job in automation within any
line of trade imaginable. We will help you with
anything from consulting, production flow, concept
development, project management, construction,
installation and subsequent service agreements.

BILA A/S is a Danish-owned company founded in
1988 by Per Bisgård and Jørn Larsen in Mors.

BILA A/S is equipped to handle tasks ranging from
simple automation tasks to complete and complex
solutions. We develop both standard and customised
robotic systems, so your business gets the optimal
business partner in a wide variety of jobs.
BILA A/S is the exclusive Scandinavian distributor
of industrial robots from the world-wide Kawasaki
Heavy Industries Ltd concern. Since 1999, BILA A/S
has imported standard Kawasaki robots from
Japan, built them and customised them for use in
production-lines optimisation in the food, metal and
insulation industries.
BILA A/S has its own machine shop where we
develop and customise speciality tools for the
systems.
On our website www.bila.com, your business can
always stay updated on products and news from
BILA A/S and Kawasaki Robotics.

The idea back then was to provide a service to the
food industry in Mors with specialised machines and
portal robots designed for processing, palletising
and packing of various products for the industry.
BILA A/S grew faster than the food industry in Mors,
and today we supply solutions to all industries.

BILA today!
BILA is a complete project group with its headquarters in Nykøbing Mors, with offices in Aarhus
and a subsidiary in Svendborg.
Among BILA A/S’s strengths is our many years of
experience in project management. Through this,
we have developed a project completion model
that guarantees your business an optimal solution,
which keeps its deadlines and delivers the promised
performance level.
Moreover, our many years of experience in service
means that we provide a very high level of service on
all our ready-made solutions nationwide.
Your business gets a supplier that cares deeply about
its business partners. BILA A/S does not compromise
on quality. We also place importance in having
all our expertise in-house, resulting in a working
environment where we complement each other and
work together as a team.

Follow us on:

Read more at www.bila.dk

Contact Dairy Vendor
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BILA A/S creates a foundation for your business through the optimisation of production
and production equipment in order for you to be
competitive and sell your products at competitive
prices.

Originally, the company was merely a machine
factory with 2 employees, but as the years have gone
by the company has grown to its present size of
about 120 employees.
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BILA Service
With BILA Service as your service partner, you are guaranteed
optimal and reliable operations around the clock - 365 days a year.
Our service team of 16 competent employees with considerable
professional experience and knowledge is the largest service
centre for automation and robotics in Denmark. We guarantee
service of the highest quality.

Hotline Contract (addition to service contract)

- We specialise in Kawasaki, ABB and Toshiba robots and
PLC management - we also service tools and other
parts of the machine throughout the entire system.

More than just service…

Service Agreement
• A service agreement without obligation or additional costs
– billed only according to usage
• Standby service and support centre: A technician is always available
• Service intervals in relation to your operational period
• Annual safety checks as required by law

• 7 on-call employees on a set work schedule standing by to assist
around the clock - 24/7, 365 days a year
• Response time: max. 1 hour
• Remote connection to every individual system
• 90% of the time, our experienced technicians will be able to troubleshoot
the issue over the phone - if not, we will not hesitate to go out on a call

At BILA Service, you get access to a wide variety of expertise that
optimise your production and provide you with increased efficiency:
• Visits and consultancy concerning the optimal solution for you with no
strings attached
• Relocation/renovation/refitting of machine installations
• Performance check
• Further training of operators and servicemen
• Sale of spare parts and customer-specific spare part packages

Read more about BILA Service at www.bila.dk
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• Customised service agreement - set budget.
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